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Swiss citizen
born 1949.09.29
married, one son, 17 years
high school, self-learning, free-lance
to year 2000.

Free-lance software developer and maintainer
From 01.2005
Self-learning free-software, database organization, Mysql, Postgres. PHP programming,
CMS tools evaluation, XML, XHTML, CVS, Subversion. Now preparing a small seminar
about LINUX and usefull tools at Popular University during next winter. Member of linuxgroup of state.
From 09.2000
Testing leader in Beaumont hospital in Bienne, switzerland, to install SAP ISH module for
patient management, billing, accounting, medical forwarding, connections of foreign
systems for radiology, physiotherapy and many diverses. Connections and controlling with
mainly FI/CO module, also HR module. Building lots of data extraction to build special and
efficient tools in accounting and statistics. Install new billing system TARMED, teaching
billing personal, controlling. Determined duration contract ended end 2004.
From 01.1990
Free-lance system leader, in Moutier hospital, switzerland, for whole software and hardware maintenance and developement. Patient management, billing, accounting, HR and
many other. An attractive realisation was connection (interface) between Unix and IBM
AS-400 system via a converter protocol. It was 100X more faster rather a normal TCP-IP
connection, with all recovery tools between the 2 systems and was the first connection of
this type in switzerland. Also maintain several systems for HR and accounting. All that in
RPG and JCL programming language, self-learned.
From 01.1970
Free-lance for many different customers, mainly in accounting, where i got a very strong
experience. IN HR, I developed a standard appllication, wich was used in more than 50
enterprises in switzerland. All that in Cobol, also self-learned. During this period, I was
formation leader at Philips software dept. Please, see french CV for more information.
My strongest domains :
Accounting, billing, statistics, controlling. SAP parametrisation in ISH. Experience with HR
and FI/CO modules. Very large experience in swiss hospitals organisation. As consultant, i
worked better in user's domain rather than external support. Good ability to work in team
and great sense to fix important and subsidiary points. Mother tongue is french with good
knowledge in german, english and italian

